ARCOLOCK-7® SECURITY

KEYLESS SECURITY™

Made exclusively for A. Rifkin Co., our seven-pin tumbler lock
mechanism makes our secure transport bags the most
reliable on the market when high security is required.
All Arcolock-7® bags, except LCX bags, come standard
with two keys that are factory sealed in a polyethylene
envelope to provide security for the key system until the
bags are used. Our lock safety feature prevents the
key from being removed while the lock is in the open
position, making it impossible to accidentally lock
your key inside the bag. Widely used by banks and
government agencies, Arcolock-7® bags feature
four available keying options*, or an LCX keyless
option, with up to 3,000 independent key changes
with no interchanges, and up to 2,000 master-key
combinations in each series.

Rifkin Keyless Security™ bags use uniquely
numbered, single-use seals and a patented zipper
chamber to provide documented evidence that the
contents of the bag remain secure during storage
and transport. All bags equipped with Rifkin’s
Keyless Security™ option provide clear evidence if
the bag’s contents have been compromised. The
very presence of the Keyless Security™ chamber
keeps most would-be “snoops” looking for an
easier target.

Keyed Locking Bags

Patented Rifkin Exclusive!

U.S. Patent No.
3759073 and 5065602

*all bags are keyed differently unless otherwise specified.

Keyed Differently (included in Sac price)
Keyed differently, each bag has its own key, different from all others, with no
interchanges.

To Secure The Bag

• Insert all materials to be transported into the
Keyless Security™ Bag.
• Fill in date, delivery location, and seal 		
number on provided routing card. Insert card
into the clear window which is accessible
only through the interior of the pouch.
• Pull the zipper completely closed. Hold 		
chamber lid at a 45° angle, push back and
down until it snaps into place.
• To lock, insert seal’s twin arrowheads into
the two small rectangular openings and push
until they click into place.

Keyed Alike (included in Sac price)

Master-Keyed (Additional cost per Sac)
In master-keyed systems, each bag has its own key which is independent of other
locks in the system. However, a single key opens all locks in that system.
U.S. Patent No. 6533335

Keyed Alike Sets with Master Key (Additional cost per Sac)
Keyed alike sets are also available with a master key which will open each bag in
all sets.

LCX Key System (Additional cost per Sac)
For applications where individual bag users do not
receive keys. In “Keyless” LCX systems, bags are
issued unlocked with a leather insert strip secured
around the plunger head to prevent accidental
locking. Once filled, the user simply removes the
strip, closes the zipper and depresses the plunger.
The bag is then securely locked. This enables a single
authorized keyholder to open all bags in the system
without any other bag users requiring a key. It also
allows any bag to be sent to any user, simplifying the
redistribution process. Two keys to operate all locks in
the system are provided for each new LCX bag series.

To Open The Bag

• Verify that the seal number matches the 		
documented number on the routing card.
Confirm the seal has not been broken or
tampered with during transport.
• To open, utilizing the indent under the red
seal, lift seal until it breaks. Then using the
second indentation, lift up the chamber lid,
unzip bag. Make sure all seal pieces are
removed. Remove contents and reuse pouch.

SECURITY OPTIONS

When Arcolock-7’s are keyed alike, a single key pattern (“bitting”) allows all key
holders to open every bag in the system.

LCX demo video available at:
http://www.arifkin.com/solutions7.php
U.S. Patent No. 6533335

Demonstration video available:
http://www.arifkin.com/keylessvideo
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